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We are Fan & Consumer relationship management
specialists, providing seamless engagement for sports
teams and organisations to connect. 

What makes Sportzplanet unique is the way in which we
capitalize on the opportunities to bring recognition and
growth to your brand and to your organization. With over
50% of the worlds population and 65% of the worlds youth
living in Asia, we represent the worlds fastest growing
sports market.

Fan & consumer connectivity, athlete management, 
 market entry are our areas of expertise. Sportzplanet has
the knowledge and the understanding to take advantage
of what's on offer. 
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OUR
MISSION

WHO WE AIM TO BE

To be the leading sporting organisation in fan, consumer relationship management and
engagement. To advance growth and returns for sporting organisations who engage
through Sportzplanet whilst opening access and opportunity for all to connect globally. 
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Working with leading athletes to connect with
destination and event sponsorship and marketing
throughout Asia.

EVENTS

We create enjoyment and fulfilment by bringing
unique events into destinations such as Cristiano
Ronaldo Campus. Events that connect world best
athletes and brands with Asia.

HIGH LEVEL ENGAGEMENT

Opening new markets for international
organisations to successfully operate and engage
in Asia.

ATHLETE ENGAGEMENTSPORTZPLANET

Our sporting
programs

Just some of the activities we are involved in.



Sportzplanet has created the most advanced
digital sports engagement platform to drive
seamless connection for sporting organizations to
connect with fans and consumers globally

WATCH AND CONNECT LIVE

We create digital journeys, virtual worlds that
drive engagement. Live and pre-recorded events,
a virtual connection that adds a whole new
dimension that accesses an entire new generation

ONLINE RETAIL

Allowing people to buy direct online any sporting
teams merchandise, tickets, memorabilia, tours and
events

JUST PURE ENGAGEMENTSPORTZPLANET

Our sports
MetaHub platform

The way in which sporting organisations can
connect to fans and consumers globally.



Now sporting fans can connect globally to their
favourite players, a locker room experience that
goes beyond any other player experience.

SPORT NFT'S

The future of spot technology is in NFT's, create
your own virtual Art Gallery. Upload images, videos
even catalogues. We can even host a live auction
and facilitate networking between sellers and
buyers. 

GROUP SOCIAL ZONES

Fan and consumer platform that can generate all
social togetherness, perfect way in which sporting
organisations can drive engagement.

ATHLETE ENGAGEMENTSPORTZPLANET

Our sports
engagement platform

The way in which sporting organisations can
connect to fans and consumers globally.
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